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The two most destructive storms during the 2008
Atlantic hurricane season were hurricanes Ike and
Gustav. Hurricane Gustav made landfall on the
coast of Louisiana in the morning of September 1,
2008. Weather reports that day indicated that the
storm surge was as high as 15 feet in some areas of
coastal Mississippi, and several sections of Highway
90 in Biloxi and Gulfport were flooded. Before the
storm made landfall, massive evacuations were
reported along the various evacuation routes from
the coastal areas of Louisiana and Mississippi. Less
than 2 weeks later, Hurricane Ike, the worst storm
that season, made landfall in Galveston, Texas, on
September 13. Massive property devastation and
loss of lives were reported in Texas and in other
states along the path of the storm.

As the state regulatory agency for marine
resources, the Mississippi Department of Marine
Resources (DMR) had an urgent and compelling
need to complete damage assessments in the affected
areas. An accurate assessment of the damages in the
affected areas was needed to ensure that any federal
and state assistance was adequate and that it allo-
cated resources to the appropriate sectors and
recipients. Moreover, disruptions in the markets of
the goods and services supplied by the affected

marine establishments were expected as a result of
the massive devastation in nearby states. The overall
goal of this project was to assess the economic dam-
ages associated with hurricanes Gustav and Ike to
the seafood processors, dealers, marinas, and livebait
dealers in coastal Mississippi. To the extent possible,
the specific objectives of this project were as follows:

(1) To identify all seafood processors, dealers, mari-
nas, and livebait dealers adversely affected by the
2008 hurricanes;

(2) To identify original physical characteristics and
production levels for these operations and to
provide an estimate of the costs of rebuilding or
repairing the facilities’ structures and equipment
to their prehurricane state;

(3) To estimate foregone economic activities of
these establishments and measure the associated
negative economic impact on the regional econ-
omy; and

(4) To conduct educational programs for the man-
agers and regulators of the marine industries in
the region.

Economic Damages of Hurricane Gustav
to Seafood Processors and Dealers, Marinas,
and Livebait Dealers in Coastal Mississippi

IntroduCtIon
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This economic assessment included all of the
resident seafood processors and dealers, commercial
and municipal marinas, and livebait shrimp dealers
licensed by DMR and/or operating in Mississippi
during the 2008–2009 season. DMR decided to
include these marine establishments in the damage
assessment because they fall under the state marine
resources regulatory agency’s jurisdiction. The offi-
cial lists of resident licensed marine establishments
were retrieved from licenses DMR issued in
2008–2009. Economic information about the
licensed resident marine operations collected by
Posadas (2006, 2007, 2008, 2010) was merged with
the DMR licensing databases of marine establish-
ments. Marine establishments with multiple licenses
were counted only once to eliminate double count-
ing in the total population included in the survey
(Table 1).

Mailing lists of all resident seafood processors
and/or dealers were merged to eliminate double
counting of damages since some establishments were
licensed as both seafood processor and dealer. DMR
listed 142 establishments as resident seafood proces-
sors and/or dealers operating during the 2008–2009
season. Locations of  the 26 seafood-processing

establishments in the three coastal counties are
shown in Figure 1. Most of the seafood processors
were located in Harrison County, while three plants
were in Hancock County and four plants were in
Jackson County.

The mailing list for livebait shrimp dealers oper-
ating in Hancock, Harrison, and Jackson counties
was generated from the 13 licenses issued by DMR
for the 2008–2009 season. The locations of the 13
livebait shrimp dealers in the three coastal counties
are shown in Figure 2. Seven of the dealers were
located in Jackson County. Hancock and Harrison
counties each had three livebait dealers.

Mailing lists of commercial and municipal mari-
nas in Hancock, Harrison, and Jackson counties
were compiled from several sources. The primary
source was the mailing list used by Posadas (2010)
during the assessment of the damages to marinas
due to Hurricane Katrina. This coastal marina data-
base was updated using the marina listings on the
DMR website and the marina listings in telephone
directories (online and print). From these combined
databases of marinas, a mailing list was compiled of
20 commercial and municipal marinas operating in
the three coastal counties in 2008–2009.

MAtErIALS And MEtHodS
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Population of Marine Establishments

table 1. number of Licensed resident Marine Establishments in Mississippi during the 2008–2009 Season.

type number of establishments Sample included in the survey

Seafood dealers and processors 142 142

Livebait shrimp dealers 13 13

Commercial and municipal marinas 20 20

Total 175 175
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Figure 1. Seafood Processors in Coastal Mississippi, 2009.
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Figure 2. Licensed Livebait Shrimp Dealers in Mississippi, 2008–2009 Season.



Similar questionnaires used by Posadas (2006,
2007, 2008, 2010) after hurricanes Katrina and Rita
were developed to collect economic information
from all of the licensed resident marine establish-
ments (Appendices A, B, C). Three different surveys
were conducted for the three groups of marine estab-
lishments included in this assessment. The first
group consisted of 142 resident seafood processors
and dealers. The second group included 13 livebait
dealers. The third group had 20 commercial and
municipal marinas. A letter explaining the economic
assessment and a different questionnaire for each of
the three groups were mailed to 175 licensed resident
marine establishments in October 2008. 

A follow-up mailing with another letter and the
same questionnaire was sent to each establishment
that did not respond to the first mailing in January
2009. In addition, DMR personnel were prepared to

provide assistance to marine establishments that
needed help in completing the surveys. However,
none of the marine establishments included in the
survey requested any assistance in completing the
survey. 

A pictorial survey of the marine establishments
was conducted to generate GPS coordinates, develop
benchmark digital pictures at their current locations,
and determine their current operational status.
During this pictorial survey, several marine estab-
lishments that were not included in the three mail
surveys were located and added to the original data-
bases for future reference. Several marine
establishments included in the surveys were located
or have mailing addresses in residential areas. A few
of the marine establishments included in the mail
surveys were not located despite several attempts to
locate them.
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table 2. total Population and number of Participating Mississippi Marine Establishments.

Sector units total Participating Mail returned without response 
population sample forwarding addresses rate 1

Seafood dealers
and processors houses 142 34 20 28

Livebait
shrimp dealers houses 13 7 1 58

Commercial and
municipal marinas facilities 20 8 3 47

Total 175 49 24 32

1The response rate (percent) is equal to the number of units that participated in the survey divided by the number of units licensed or oper-
ating during the 2008–2009 season minus the number of questionnaires returned without forwarding addresses.

Sources of Primary Data About the Marine Establishments

Part ic ipat ing Establ ishments

As of March 2009, 49 marine establishments
responded to the surveys (Table 2); that is 28% of the
total population of 175 marine establishments. The
participating marine establishments consisted of 34
seafood dealers and processors, seven livebait deal-

ers, and eight marinas. The overall response rate was
32%, with 28% of the seafood processors and deal-
ers, 58% of the livebait dealers, and 47% of the
marinas responding to the survey.

rESuLtS And dISCuSSIon
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The owners or operators of the marine estab-
lishments were asked to estimate the market values
of their facilities before the hurricanes (Table 4).
Seafood processors and dealers estimated the market
values of their buildings, processing equipment,
delivery equipment, refrigeration and storage equip-
ment, and other equipment and accessories
(Appendix A). Livebait dealers estimated the market
values of their buildings, holding equipment, live-
haul equipment, and other accessories (Appendix
B). However, one of the reviewers of this bulletin
pointed out that many bait dealers run their own
livebait shrimp boats. During the damage assess-
ment after Hurricane Katrina landed in Mississippi,
Posadas (2008) included livebait shrimp boats with
the commercial fishing fleet. In this assessment, the
values of the boats, engines, gear, and accessories
used in livebait shrimp fishing were not included.

Marina operators were asked to estimate market
values of buildings, pump-out and filling stations,
wet slips, dry storage, jetties, piers, ramps, and other
equipment and accessories (Appendix C).

When asked to indicate the prehurricane market
values of  their facilities, participating seafood
processors and dealers reported an average $0.64
million per facility (Table 4). However, there were
wide variations in their reported individual market
values, with figures ranging from $8,000 to $3 mil-
lion. Participating livebait dealers had facilities
valued at an average $134,550 per facility, but wide
variations also were observed in the reported values
($24,000 to $243,000). There were wide variations in
the average sizes of participating commercial and
municipal marinas ($35,000 to $6 million), which
averaged $1.5 million per facility.

When asked the question, “How many percent
of total sales were sold to customers outside of Mis-
sissippi?,” the responses varied among the three
sectors (Table 3). Seafood dealers and processors
reported selling 42% of their seafood products to
customers from outside Mississippi. Livebait dealers
sold about 16% of their bait products to customers
from outside Mississippi. Marina operators reported
that an average of 19% of their services were sold to
customers coming from outside the state.

The average responses to the question, “How
many percent of total purchases were bought from
suppliers outside of Mississippi?,” varied among the
three sectors (Table 3). Approximately 30% of the
total purchases by seafood dealers and processors
went to suppliers from outside Mississippi. Livebait
dealers and operators reported minimal purchases
(2–3%) from suppliers outside Mississippi. Partici-
pating establishments made a very wide range of
responses to questions on total sales to customers
and purchases from suppliers outside the state.

table 3. Percent of total Sales and total Purchases of Participating Mississippi
Marine Establishments to Customers and Suppliers outside Mississippi.

Sector Percent of total sales sold Percent of total purchases bought
to customers outside Mississippi from suppliers outside Mississippi

Average range Average range

Seafood dealers
and processors 42 0–98 30 0–95

Livebait
shrimp dealers 16 2–30 2 0–6

Commercial and
municipal marinas 19 0–50 3 0–10

Sales and Purchases from Outside Mississippi

Prehurricane Market Values of Facilities
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Participating marine establishments reported
revenue losses totaling $9.68 million associated
with lost markets for their products or services and
sources of  supplies as a result of  the 2008 hurri-
canes (Table 5). The foregone revenues were
estimated by using the individual 2007 annual gross
sales (AGS) of  each participating marine establish-
ment as an estimate of  the 2008 expected AGS
without the hurricanes, as well as the owners’ or
operators’ perceptions of  the proportion of  2008
AGS lost due to the hurricane. Their perceptions
about the foregone revenues were probably influ-
enced by their understanding of  the market
demands for their services by Mississippi residents
and tourists during the years they were in operation
before the hurricanes (Posadas, 2010). The owner’s
or operator’s perceptions of  future annual gross
sales would also affect their hiring decisions.
Among the seafood processors and dealers alone,
the U.S. Department of  Commerce (2009) reported
that the participating 26 seafood processors and
wholesalers operating in Mississippi in 2007
employed 3,162 workers.

When asked to give their best estimates of  the
2008 annual gross sales lost due to lost market
channels and sources of  supplies, owners or opera-
tors of  participating seafood processing and
dealing houses reported an average 22% loss (Table
5). The perceived percent loss widely fluctuated
among the responses from 0–100%. After combin-
ing the individual perceived losses reported by the
participating seafood processors and dealers, the
total foregone gross sales reached $9.36 million.

The best estimate of  the 2008 annual gross sales
forgone due to lost market channels and sources of
supplies reported by the participating owners or
operators of  livebait shrimp dealers averaged 29%.
There were large variations in the perceived losses
reported (0–50%). The combined foregone gross
revenue was equivalent to almost $107,000 in
annual gross sales generated by the livebait dealers.

With more than $1 million in annual gross sales
earned by participating marinas in 2007, the
owners or operators expected to lose 19% due to
lost market channels and sources of  supplies.
Marina owners or operators varied widely in their

table 4. Prehurricane Market Values of Facilities of Participating Mississippi Marine Establishments.

Sector total ($) Average ($) range ($)

Seafood dealers and processors 7,714,100 642,842 8,000–3,000,000

Livebait shrimp dealers 538,200 134,550 24,000–243,000

Commercial and municipal marinas 9,048,000 1,508,000 35,000–6,000,000

Total 17,300,300

table 5. Annual Sales reported by Participating Mississippi Marine Establishments.

Sector Annual gross sales in 2007 ($) Pct. total sales lost in 2008 total sales lost 

total Average range Average range
in 2008 ($) 1

Seafood dealers
and processors 54,547,736 3,896,267 4,000–12,000,000 22 0–100 9,358,456

Livebait
shrimp dealers 365,000 91,250 30,000–165,000 29 0–50 106,950

Commercial and
municipal marinas 1,071,600 178,600 21,600–300,000 19 0–50 215,400

Total 55,984,336 9,680,806

1The total sales lost in 2008 due to lost market channels and sources of supplies is the sum of the percent of total sales lost in 2008 by
each participating establishment multiplied by the corresponding 2007 annual gross sales of each establishment.

Lost Revenues and Job Opportunities
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reports of  expected 2008 losses (0–50%). Overall,
they expected to lose more than $215,000 in equiv-
alent annual gross sales as a result of  the
hurricanes.

The impact of  the 2008 hurricanes on employ-
ment was measured by comparing the number of
crew members employed by the marine establish-
ments in 2007 and the number of  crew members
employed after the hurricanes (Table 6). The total

number of  workers employed by participating
marine establishments shrank from 360 to 331,
which is 92% of  the prehurricane employment
level. Participating seafood processors and dealers
reduced their workforces by 6% from 322 to 302
workers. The number of  employees working at live-
bait dealer houses dropped to 70% of  the number
before the hurricanes. The workforce employed by
marinas decreased to 79% of  its prehurricane size.

table 6. number of Employees Hired by Participating Mississippi Marine Establishments.

Sector number of workers in 2007 number of workers after hurricanes

total Average range total Average range Pct. of 2007

Seafood dealers
and processors 322 16 0–130 302 16 0–120 94

Livebait
shrimp dealers 10 2 0–4 7 1 0–3 70

Commercial and
municipal marinas 28 4 0–14 22 3 0–14 79

Total 360 331 92

Estimated Costs of Damages to Restore to Prehurricane Level

The total damages associated with the 2008
hurricanes consisted of  public and private losses, as
well as direct and indirect losses. Direct public
damages included inventory losses, damages to
marine resources, damages to publicly owned and
operated marine infrastructures, and costs of
cleanup, debris removal, and disposal (Posadas et
al., 2008). Direct private damages included inven-
tory losses, damages to privately owned and
operated establishments, lost revenues due to fore-
gone sales, and costs of  cleanup, debris removal,
and disposal. Indirect damages are those foregone
economic activities of  business sectors associated
with the production of  marine products and ser-
vices.

The scope of  the damage assessment was lim-
ited to direct damages to the facilities of  the
Mississippi resident seafood processors and deal-

ers, livebait shrimp dealers, and municipal and
commercial marina establishments licensed by
DMR and/or operating in Mississippi during the
2008–2009 season. Total direct damages to facilities
included inventory losses, damages to buildings,
equipment, and other accessories, and costs of
cleanup, removal, and disposal.

Overall estimated losses reached $1.79 million,
including costs of  inventories lost, total costs of
restoring damaged buildings and equipment to pre-
hurricane levels, and costs of  demolition, disposal,
and cleanup (Table 7). Participating seafood
processors and dealers reported total damages
amounting to more than $646,000. Total damages
sustained by the participating livebait shrimp deal-
ers were more than $232,000. Participating marina
operators reported more than $917,00 in total dam-
ages.
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table 8. Insurance Proceeds and outstanding Loans from SBA
and other Sources of Participating Mississippi Marine Establishments.

Sector Insurance proceeds SBA loan other loans total loans

Seafood dealers
and processors 26,100 4,081,000 1,183,500 5,264,500

Livebait
shrimp dealers 0 44,000 353,000 397,000

Commercial and
municipal marinas 0 1,777,276 1,896,496 3,673,772

Total 26,100 5,902,276 3,432,996 9,335,272

Insurance Payments and Outstanding Loans

The level of  insurance existing at the time of
the hurricane was measured by the amount of
insurance coverage the operating facilities were
expecting for the damages sustained by their facil-
ities. Insurance coverage is generally required for
facilities financed with loans from private and fed-
eral lending institutions such as the U.S. Small
Business Administration (SBA). As shown in
Table 8, the insurance proceeds received or
expected by the damaged establishments were neg-
ligible.

The capital debt remaining to be paid off  was
measured by the amount of  outstanding loans
owners or operators had on their facilities at the
time of  the hurricane. Outstanding loans were
broken down by major sources, including loans
from SBA and loans from other sources. It is
assumed that these loans were incurred to finance
the purchase or construction of  fixed assets used
by the marine establishments before the 2008 hur-
ricanes. The combined outstanding loans
remaining for all the participating establishments
reached more than $9.33 million (Table 8).

table 7. Estimated Costs of damages to restore to Prehurricane Level
as reported by Participating Mississippi Marine Establishments.

Sector Buildings ($) Equipment ($) demolition, disposal, Inventory ($) total ($)
and cleanup ($)

Seafood dealers
and processors 164,300 266,300 71,000 145,000 646,600

Livebait
shrimp dealers 154,000 47,500 15,500 15,500 232,500

Commercial and
municipal marinas 684,139 144,181 45,500 43,200 917,020

Total 1,002,439 457,981 132,000 203,700 1,796,120
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This bulletin summarizes the economic dam-
ages to seafood processors, dealers, marinas, and
livebait dealers in coastal Mississippi as a result of
hurricanes Gustav and Ike. The damage assess-
ment included all of  the resident seafood
processors, dealers, marinas, and livebait dealers
that were issued licenses by the Mississippi Depart-
ment of  Marine Resources to operate in the state
during the 2008–2009 season.

Three different surveys were conducted for the
three groups of  marine establishments included in
the assessment. The first group consisted of  142
seafood processors and dealers, the second group
included 13 livebait dealers, and the third group
had 20 commercial and municipal marinas. A
letter explaining the economic assessment and a
different questionnaire for each of  the three
groups were mailed to 175 licensed resident marine
establishments in October 2008. A follow-up mail-
ing with another letter and questionnaire was sent
to those who did not respond to the first mailing in
January 2009.

As of  March 2009, 49 marine establishments
responded to the surveys — 28% of  the total pop-
ulation of  175 marine establishments.
Participating marine establishments consisted of
34 seafood dealers and processors, seven livebait
dealers, and eight marinas. Pictorial surveys of  the
marine establishments located in Hancock, Harri-
son, and Jackson counties were conducted to
generate GPS coordinates, take digital pictures at
their current locations, and determine current

operational status of  marine establishments
included in the survey.

Estimates of  total damages reported by partic-
ipating marine establishments associated with the
2008 hurricanes consisted of  inventory loses, dam-
ages to facilities and equipment, and costs of
demolition, disposal, and cleanup at damaged
facilities. Total damages and foregone sales associ-
ated with the 2008 hurricanes amounted to $11.47
million broken down as follows: 

• Damages to buildings — $1 million; 
• Damages to equipment and accessories —

$0.46 million; 
• Costs of  demolition, disposal, and cleanup of

damaged facilities and equipment — $0.13 mil-
lion;

• Inventory losses — $0.2 million; and 
• Foregone gross sales due to lost market chan-

nels and supply sources — $9.68 million. 

When viewed on a regional basis, these lost
market channels and supply sources would lead to
considerable reduction in the final levels of  eco-
nomic activity, income generation, employment
creation, and tax collections in the sectors affected
by the hurricanes. When the backward and for-
ward linkages in the regional economy are
considered, additional indirect and induced losses
are likely. Backward linkages would include pur-
chases of  equipment, fuel, and seafood products
by the participating marine establishments.

SuMMAry And IMPLICAtIonS
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